
SPA MENU
Facials Specialty

Spoil mE Rotten
Signature Facial $65
Dull skin got you down?
Let us spoil you rotten by
reducing the appearance
of fine lines and wrinkles
and improving clarity and
radiance for healthier
looking skin.

Pamper mE Calming
Facial $75
This relaxing and calming
treatment will refine the
skin, with ingredients to
soothe and restore,
strengthening the skin's
barrier to leave the skin
glowing with hydration. This
treatment aids in the skin’s
ability to appear smoother
and more luminous while
promoting collagen.

FoxE Chick Express
Facial $45
This facial is ideal for
those on the go. A quick
pick me up when you are
short on time. Give your
skin a visible boost of
hydration.

AcnE Slayer Facial $65
Target acne prone skin and
congestion with the
powerful bacteria fighting
properties with Lytic.
Without over drying, leaving
the skin feeling tight, calm
and soothing inflamed skin.

rElaxing Back
Treatment $65
Are you ready to melt away
stress and tension? Our
enriched firming mask
glides on like silk and packs
a potent concentration of
moisture, leaving the skin
marvelously soft.

Chemical Peel Beginner
$75
Chemical Peel Advanced
$85
Add Ons:
Chemical Peel $25
Jelly Mask $25

Dermaplane $89
Included is one of our
Aestheticians favorite
products - the
regenerating and
nourishing jelly mask.

Full Body Glow
Body Wrap $75
We’ll bundle you in a
toasty cocoon while you
will get some
honest-to-goodness me
time. Relax and let us
and the product do the
work. You will be amazed
at the intensified
moisturizing effects to
leave your body glowing.

Why we love
Cream

Introducing our new
optometric approved
skincare line which
diminishes the appearance
of fine lines and wrinkles
and leaves your skin radiant
and refreshed.  The most
amazing benefit is that our
hand picked ingredients are
eye friendly and will not
aggravate Ocular Surface
Disease (Dry Eye) With
each application your skin
will glow brighter.  Your
rejuvenated skin and
radiant eyes will make you
feel HappE, ClassE, JuicE
in your own beautiful skin.
Hope you enjoy xox AngiE

SPA MENU

Waxing Lashes, Brows, & Nails

Extra Small Area:
Ear & Nose $15
Lip $15

Small Area:
Bikini $45
Underarms $22

Lash Lift $25
Lash Tint $25
Lash Lift & Tint $50

Medium Area:
Brazilian $70
Half Arms $20

Brow Shape $20
Brow Tint $20

Large Area:
Back $60
Half Legs $45
Full Arms $40

Luminary Nails Coming
Soon

Extra Large:
Full legs $70
Chest & Abs $60

Lash Extensions Coming
Soon

2230 N University Pkwy Ste 10A
Provo, UT 84604

Dr Todd Lewis, Dr Andrew Smith, our Master
Estheticians and our Eye Clinic team invite you to a

well deserved day of pampering. Please schedule your
appointment today. We look forward to elevating

hospitality, nurturing the Eye Clinic and Aesthetics way,
and changing the world one human at a time! Come be

our human!

(801) 373-4550


